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As the global construction market continues to expand, contractors interested in pursuing work outside the United States need to determine whether they are ready to enter foreign markets. Even though doing business internationally has become easier, it certainly hasn’t become less risky. Risk management and insurance issues are numerous.

Construction firms with foreign subsidiaries, branches or joint ventures are often faced with language barriers, unstable local politics, geographical issues and vastly different legal systems—making the process of managing a multinational insurance program enormously complicated.

These contractors especially need to be aware of their exposure to loss in the various countries where they do business. They need to be certain their insurance programs address potential risks and are in compliance with local regulations.

Failure to do so may leave a contractor without insurance coverage, which might not become apparent until it’s too late—once a loss has occurred and they are subjected to fines and penalties.

Consider the risks

Understanding the exposures presented by each country in which a contractor operates can be daunting. For one, consider language barriers. Some countries require policies to be purchased locally, meaning the buyer needs access to distant insurance markets and must be able to manage language issues since policies are often issued in the local language.

When it comes to local politics in a foreign country, anything can happen—from government worker strikes, to political unrest, to crime and terrorism. All these scenarios leave a company vulnerable to a variety of exposures including reputation damage, loss of customers, business interruption, reduced productivity and profit, replacement costs… and the list goes on.

Availability of local laborers, along with materials and equipment are two major concerns contractors face when doing business internationally. Not all countries have the laborers and materials needed to do a job to the expected level of an owner or contractor. Inadequate laborers or stressed suppliers can put a contractor at risk of falling behind schedule or force the contractor into importing materials, equipment or labor—creating a great challenge because of varying laws, customs and political concerns.

While few countries have legal systems as plaintiff-friendly as that in the United States, reforms in many parts of the world are providing consumers, employees and investors with greater access to the courts, increasing potential for lawsuits. Foreign contractors may be especially exposed to lawsuits because of their lacking awareness of, or sensitivity to, local laws, customs and practices. Foreign contractors also may become the targets of enforcement actions from regulators and law enforcement agencies.
Address the risks

Clearly, international business comes with an overwhelming amount of potential risk. Contractors with minimal foreign involvement may be able to adequately cover their foreign exposures with a single policy providing worldwide coverage. Local policies, however, might be more beneficial, if foreign subsidiaries, branch offices and construction projects need to be insured.

In many countries, local “admitted” insurance policies are necessary. In fact, they are often required by law. If a claim occurs in a country requiring an admitted policy and the company has only a global “non-admitted” policy, the foreign operating entity may be barred from receiving recoveries. Contractors may even face regulatory actions for failure to maintain compulsory admitted insurance or for buying insurance from a carrier not licensed in the country.

Even if not required by law, local policies may be ideal in many cases because they are more likely to be tailored to local laws and practices. Additionally, ready access to local claims personnel may be essential following a loss. Finally, buying local policies may help avoid certain complex tax issues associated with multinational policies.

Contractors may be able to put together an insurance program comprised entirely of policies purchased in each country where they have operations. Under this option, policies are purchased from local carriers according to local customs and regulations, and premiums and losses are paid in local currency.

Placing numerous individual local policies, however, is likely to result in uneven coverage that may fail to meet corporate risk management standards, and may also result in unintended shortfalls and gaps in insurance protection. Companies may also be compelled to rely on local insurers that do not meet minimum corporate standards of financial strength and security.

This is why enlisting the help of brokers experienced in international insurance programs, as well as multinational insurers is critical: They can help you simplify mitigating these risks by offering one-stop service, even when local insurance policies are required.

These brokers and insurers can better direct businesses to risk management and insurance solutions like business and contingent business interruption

Your risk, our solution

The political climate in foreign countries where companies conduct business can have a tremendous impact on their operations.

Consider for a moment the possibility of dockworkers going on strike at a port where your construction firm imports building materials or supplies for an international project. Operations might have to be put on hold while you wait for supplies.

Being at the mercy of a strike in which you have no control, is unsettling to say the least. Such an event could lead to loss of customers, damage to your business’ reputation, decreased profitability, replacement costs, and potential litigation for breach of contract by a customer.

Zurich offers a host of solutions such as business interruption coverage, supply chain risk management strategy, business contingency planning, cargo coverage and foreign liability to mitigate the risks of overseas politics impacting your overseas operations.
coverage; comprehensive supply chain risk management services; general and foreign liability; business travel accident coverage; and equipment breakdown and crisis event coverage—among a host of other solutions that other firms might not be able to offer.

**Supplemental solutions**

Multinational insurance firms are also able to offer controlled master programs—policies combining worldwide coverage outside a company’s home country and local policies—to offer complete and uniform coverage wherever they do business. Under this approach, local admitted policies are supplemented by a “difference-in-conditions” [DIC] or “difference in limits” [DIL] policy, purchased by the corporate risk management department. The DIC/DIL sits above the local policy, providing additional limits of liability if coverage under the local policy is insufficient.

It will also help fill coverage gaps in local policies, or when a combination of local policies fails to fully address an exposure. Where no local policies exist, the DIC/DIL policy provides primary coverage. It should rarely come into play because under most scenarios, premiums and losses are paid in the countries where the exposures are located through the local policies. Still, the DIC/DIL policy is available if shortfalls or gaps occur.

Coverage benefits aside, a controlled master program purchased from a large multinational insurer also provides a number of administrative benefits. For example, the DIC/DIL policy and local policies essentially can be purchased as a package, eliminating the need to buy coverage locally on a country-by-country basis.

In addition, a multinational insurance company is typically responsible for staying abreast of local insurance requirements and for assuring that the program fulfills the requirements of each country in which coverage is provided. The insurer typically handles the premium allocation. Further, while local claims adjusters may be employed, claims can be centrally coordinated.

Although coverage may vary by insurer, controlled master programs for larger companies typically cover commercial property, commercial general liability, commercial automobile and foreign voluntary workers’ compensation and general liability, business travel accident coverage; and equipment breakdown and crisis event coverage—among a host of other solutions that other firms might not be able to offer.

**Your risk, our solution**

Industry and natural disasters can of course become company disasters if an organization is unprepared. The risks triggered by such events are also often exacerbated when they occur in a foreign country.

Envision what would happen if one of your construction sites had a gas main leak that set off an explosion — damaging surrounding businesses, bringing down power lines and causing a power outage for three miles.

Your company might be presented with the potential loss of profit, stock and property, as well as hindered productivity, a damaged reputation, injured employees, pollution to the air and litigation due to an unsafe workplace.

Similar losses might occur in the event of a natural disaster. For instance, a tornado could blow through your construction site, knocking over cranes or displacing heavy equipment that could damage other properties or harm individuals.

Zurich can tailor solutions for such risks by offering Builder Risk coverage, as well as Professional Architects and Engineers, building, personal property and business interruption coverage; off-premises power failure and equipment failure insurance; and general liability, foreign liability, crisis event and environmental coverage, among others.
For smaller companies, some more specific coverages may be available as part of the controlled master program, or as a package of coverages bundled with the controlled master program.

While a controlled master program addresses many of the exposures contractors with foreign operations face, many companies might confront risks not typically addressed by this package of coverages, including:

- Damage to property under construction, materials used in the course of construction and delay in completion
- Design firms who provide architectural and engineering services to the construction industry against claims alleging their negligent performance of professional services, whether direct or incidental
- Flexible proprietary policies featuring contractors’ equipment, crime, equipment breakdown, installation floater and riggers’ liability
- Coverage for mobile machinery, equipment and tools used in contracting, installation, erection, repair or moving projects
- Travel accident protection for employees that travel abroad
- Kidnap and ransom coverage for companies with employees who travel to dangerous countries
- Local environmental liability insurance, especially for manufacturers, contractors or companies that handle hazardous materials
- Marine cargo protection for companies that ship goods
- Political risk insurance for companies with assets in politically unstable regions, whereby coverage typically is available for exposures such as governmental expropriation or confiscation of assets, governmental frustration or repudiation of contracts, and inconvertibility of foreign currency or the inability to repatriate funds

**Your risk, our solution**

The legal landscape in foreign countries varies greatly, and understanding what is required of a contractor in the regions it operates from operational and insurance perspectives is challenging. Nonetheless, the exposures stemming from these challenges may need to be evaluated and addressed.

Contemplate the potential impact of hiring a U.S. consultant who does not implement the required local standards to insuring your business abroad. When a fire breaks out at your company’s international construction site, a government investigation reveals your insurance program is not in compliance and may levy huge fines.

Your business could be faced with loss of profit, a lawsuit alleging an unsafe workplace, government fines, claims that cannot be settled locally, breach of contract, reputation damage and the revoked privilege of continuing production in the country.

As a multinational insurer with experience in navigating the vast legal landscapes in a multitude of countries, Zurich can offer solutions like property and business interruption coverage; general liability, foreign liability and employee practices liability coverage; local admitted policies; and environmental professional indemnity; Professional Architects and Engineers, Builder Risk, and Subguard.
• Local directors & officers (D&O) insurance coverage for companies with foreign subsidiaries, although multinational D&O programs may also be structured as a master DIC/DIL policy in tandem with local policies—similar to a controlled master program
• Specialized errors & omissions (E&O) policies for firms that provide professional services to foreign clients

Experience counts

Today, only a few insurance companies have the knowledge, experience and resources to effectively manage the complexities of multinational insurance programs.

The first step in developing a successful multinational insurance program is to find a broker experienced with multinational clients and who knows the relative strengths and weaknesses of the insurance groups offering controlled master programs and other types of foreign coverages.

Since multinational insurance programs can be very complex, and may need to be carefully tailored to a company’s specific exposures on a country-by-country basis, changing insurers can be time-consuming and expensive, and can lead to inconsistencies and gaps in coverage.

Contractors and their brokers should carefully select an insurer that is a good prospect for a long-term business relationship. Some qualities to look for include:

• Long-term experience with multinational insurance programs
• Ability to provide coverage and service not only in the countries in which the insured operates today, but in every country in which the insured is likely to do business in the future
• Demonstrable knowledge of local market requirements, and an infrastructure to keep that knowledge up to date
• Experience with other companies in the insured’s business sector
• Good value in coverage and price, though rarely the lowest cost provider
• Stability and financial security

Globalization is a business and economic reality in the construction industry, but insurance still is regulated locally. A well-structured multinational insurance program with a top-tier global insurance company can help minimize the friction caused by insurance regulation around the world, and allow contractors to focus on growth and profitability without liability and insurance issues being an impediment.